Clinical information is dominated by natural language representation of data and knowledge. To bring quantitative methods to bear in the empiric analysis ofclinical episodes, they must be classified into reasonably homogenous categories that sustain inference and generalization. A tangible, if trivial, example of a classification requirement is the retrieval of patient cases relevant to the testing ofa clinical hypothesis, so that they can be further scrotinized. Reliance on text word retrieval alone, drawn from natural language summaries, is fraught with contextual ambiguity and defeated by an expressively rich sub-language.
MEDICAL CLASSIFICATION
The recognition of classification as a problem in disease description dates to the 17th century London Bills of Mortality compiled by John of Graunt [I] . This work is heralded as the advent of modem epidemiologic research, but the recognition that efficient medical outcomes research is highly dependent on classification principles is only recently emerging. Historically, myriads of classification systems have evolved, ranging from the monolithic heritage of the Bertillon classification Medical researchers today confront a "Tower of Babel" in clinical data repositories. Specialized reimbursement codes, procedure and disease rubrics, subspecialty systems, and scores ofemerging "standards" beleaguer the investigator trying to link patient conditions, events, or outcomes. Such linkage is the very essence of health services research, epidemiology, and biostatistics. Absence of coherent classifications, or alternatively a super-classification, greatly hampers progress in these fields.
The National Library of Medicine (NLM), recognizing this growing problem, initiated work on the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) in 1986 [5] [6] . Central to this resource is a metathesaurus of composite biomedical tenninologies, coordinated as a relational database of medical "main concepts" [7] . We established that the medical records relative to standard patient nomenclatures [8] . It also forms the basis of the classification and information retrieval research presented here.
A MEDICAL CONCEPT
Ideally, researchers and insurers alike aspire to have clinical events classified against fundamental medical concepts. Multi-axial systems such as SNOMED[3] attempt to enumerate "atomic" medical concepts, and then "assemble" composite or complex clinical descriptions from these parts.
The question of what constitutes a medical concept is essentially undefined. Most classifications regard "lung cancer" as a basic concept, but it could defensibly derive from the combination of "lung" and "cancer." If allowance is made for the biologic reality that bronchogenic tumors are unique and consistent unto themselves. then where does one draw the line around a concept. Should we regard "Stage ill adenosquamous bronchogenic carcinoma of the left upper lobe with C-myconcogene production" as another discrete concept? This problem of granularity is not new. but is especially acute in medical data classifications.
The attribute/value nature of medical data also frustrates classification efforts. Cancer stages and grades. lab values and deviations. procedure results or strip chart tracings represent data that defies definitive classification. The concept of "anemia" exemplifies this. which typically specifies a threshold value for a serum hemoglobin level. but this threshold is conventionally higher in men than women. Further. what do we do with profound anemia, greatly below the threshold. This introduces the severity of a state or condition. raising the whole question of concept modifier.
The classification of a "history of myocardial infarction" in a healthy person is quite distinct from one happening in the present. Modifier axis of time. severity. anatomic location. extent. qualitative and quantitative aspects. probability. and spatial direction represent but a few of the plethora of combinatorials that can greatly distort the sense of concept classification.
LATENT SEMANTIC INDEXING (LSI»
The application of singular value decomposition (a computationally intense but reliable matrix factorization) to a "factor analysis" sort of information retrieval has been explored and described by Deerwester. et al. [9] . Document retrieval is undertaken by exploiting the crude semantic content of a word and term co-occurrence among text documents. An information matrix is constructed with all words encountered defining the rows. and the target documents themselves defining the columns.
Evans has proposed the designation of medical concepts as the columns in place of simple documents [10] . This has the intriguing consequence that pseudodocuments can be fashioned which detail related words and terms that should be semantically "attached" in creating an information matrix. The problems of word level lexical variation. synonyms. inflection. or noun/ adverb forms can be partially addressed in such a pseudodocument. The extent to which the UMLS can serve as a pseudodocument for LSI has been initially considered [ll] . and is illustrated by example in Table 1 
